Winpenny and colleagues describe supramolecular systems where {Cr 7 Ni} rings are used as qubits, linked by redox-switchable {Ru 2 M} oxo-centered triangles (M = Zn, Ni, or Co). When M = Co, the molecular-based double-qubit assembly has the physical characteristics needed to implement the OiSWAP gate. The authors propose a local control of the qubit-qubit interaction on an individual supramolecular dimer, achieved by an STM tip. Detailed simulations show that many quantum gates can be concatenated for implementation of quantum simulation algorithms. 
INTRODUCTION
Several groups have proposed that paramagnetic molecules could be used as qubits, the basic unit for the physical implementation of quantum information processing (QIP). 1, 2 The first significant proposal was from Leuenberger and Loss 3 and involved using the lowest energy multiplet of an {Mn 12 } single-molecule magnet. 4 However, much more research has been devoted to studies of two-level systems, 5, 6 which are normally S = 1/2 molecules, which could be organic radicals, 7, 8 centers within polyoxometallates 9 and other metal cage complexes, 10 or simple coordination complexes. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Other two-level systems studied include the ground m J doublet of anisotropic lanthanide ions. 17, 18 Implementing interesting quantum algorithms requires qubits with long-lived coherent superposition states. A measurement of the robustness of a qubit against decoherence is provided by both the spin-lattice relaxation time (T 1 ) and the phase memory time (T M ), which must be much longer than the time required for the quantum operations. The finite value of T 1 arises from spin-phonon interactions and usually shows pronounced temperature dependence. Conversely, the irreversible T M originates from pure dephasing mechanisms induced by the dynamic interaction of the electron spins with the magnetic nuclei and by flip-flop processes associated to intermolecular dipolar couplings.
Molecules present distinct challenges when compared with other systems that have been proposed as qubits. [19] [20] [21] First, as individual units, molecular
The Bigger Picture
One of the greatest potential advantages of quantum information processing (QIP) over classic computing is the efficient simulation of the behavior of quantum systems. Many physical systems have been studied for QIP, and each has advantages and disadvantages. The use of supramolecular chemistry for QIP allows us to design architectures and interactions that are entirely controllable through chemistry. If such schemes could be made to work, the implications are a far better understanding of quantum systems. In addition, certain computational tasks such as searching unsorted directories or factoring large numbers into primes could be performed much more quickly.
qubits might not have phase memory times as long as those of other quantum systems, and hence performing multiple operations on molecular electron spin qubits could be challenging. Extensive studies of the phase memory times have shown the importance of the electron-nuclear hyperfine interaction; [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 22 attempts have been made to minimize the number of protons in the structure and to limit the elements present that have a significant nuclear magnetic moment. [13] [14] [15] This has led to T M as long as 0.7 ms at 10 K 14 and 1 ms at room temperature. 13, 15 Other successful approaches have involved using complex pulse sequences 23 and, very recently, the use of clock transitions with a monometallic holmium complex. 24 Thus, there have been considerable advances in improving phase memory times through intelligent chemical design since the initial measurements that established the feasibility of using molecules in this context (Table 1) . 25 Second, molecules are not as compatible with the integrated circuits used in information processing as nanostructures created by lithography. There is a growing body of work studying the addressing of spins in individual molecules, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] but this is still a developing field. (2.55 ).
An advantage of molecules is that molecular qubits could be brought together with great control into arrays using the flexibility and richness of supramolecular chemistry, [32] [33] [34] and hence two-qubit quantum gates (QGs) could be implemented efficiently. The analog between supramolecular chemistry and the requirements of QIP is quite strong: in both cases, we wish to bring together individual units while requiring them to both retain their original identities and interact in a controlled manner with other units. This richness has led to theoretical proposals where complex chemical structures could be used to produce quantum simulators. 35 We have proposed using {Cr 7 Ni} heterometallic rings as qubits 36 because they are two-level systems that meet criteria required for qubits, e.g., they have sufficient phase memory times to allow many gate operations before state degradation can occur. 22, 25 To this point, we have built assemblies where functionalized {Cr 7 Ni} rings were linked by coordination to different central nodes, [37] [38] [39] without altering their intrinsic physical properties, and obtained a coherent coupling between the spins in some of them. 37, 39 Single-qubit rotations have also been demonstrated in several molecular systems, including {Cr 7 Ni} rings. 40 The next step in producing a viable scheme for QIP with molecules is to perform entangling two-qubit QGs. The physical implementation of both single and two-qubit gates requires inter-qubit interactions to be turned on and off effectively. To date, this has provided a major experimental challenge. Two-qubit CNOT gates have been implemented only on pairs of permanently coupled qubits, such as g-engineered organic radicals 8 or lanthanide ions with very different g values. 18 In these schemes, the interaction between two dissimilar qubits produces a splitting in the low-lying two-qubit states to allow a single transition to be selectively addressed by means of resonant electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) pulses. Thanks to this splitting, the excitation of the target depends on the state of the control, and the CNOT gate is implemented. However, the always-on qubit-qubit interaction induces an unwanted two-qubit evolution of the wave function, which must be corrected with proper sequences of pulses. This makes the scalability of this setup tricky.
Recently, we have proposed using a magnetic ion interposed between a pair of {Cr 7 Ni} qubits and then dynamically switching the qubit-qubit interaction by a conditional excitation of the switch (depending on the state of the two qubits) by means of uniform magnetic pulses applied to a bulk crystal of nanomagnets. 37 In this proposed scheme, the physical interaction is never switched on or off, but still the induced dynamics are equivalent to those of interacting or non-interacting qubits. 37 These compounds are suitable for the implementation of the entangling controlled Z gate. 37 Another very important entangling QG is the OiSWAP gate, which brings a two-qubit product state into a superposition involving partial swapping the qubit states, i.e., j01i too ðj01i + ij10iÞ= ffiffiffi 2 p . The physical implementation of a sequence of OiSWAP gate and of single-qubit rotations requires the presence of a switchable linker to turn on and off the interaction between qubits.
Here, we report studies of a series of redox-active mixed-metal pivalate triangles with the general formula [Ru Complexes 3a-3c contain two very weakly interacting qubits with the potential to switch the inter-qubit interaction through the electrochemistry of the linking triangle, and we have studied the electrochemistry and EPR spectroscopy of these complexes.
Compound 3c shows especially appealing physical properties for implementing the OiSWAP gate by means of a local electric control of the qubit-qubit interaction, which would involve manipulating the redox state of the link by means of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip at the appropriate potential, along the lines of Lehmann et al. 9 This would switch the qubit-qubit interaction on and off, and implementing this experiment is extremely challenging. Here, we performed detailed simulations using experimental parameters obtained from EPR spectroscopy to demonstrate how such a gate would operate. We included the effect of decoherence in these simulations, which showed a very high fidelity for the implementation of the OiSWAP gate with the parameters measured for 3c. This led us to propose 3c as the elementary unit of a digital quantum simulator; 35 as a proof of principle, we report the quantum simulation of a Heisenberg model and find very good agreement with the expected evolution. The use of electrical fields has also been proposed to change the chirality of {Cu 3 } triangles, as suggested by Trif et al. 45 The reaction becomes purple, which indicates the formation of oxo-centered, mixed-metal trinuclear cages. These were isolated after several steps of purification for the removal of unreacted metal pivalate and excess pivalic acid. X-ray quality crystals of 2a-2c were obtained by recrystallization from pyridine. In an alternative procedure, 2a-2c could be obtained in higher yields (80%-90%) through the carboxylate substitution of the known oxo-centered mixed-metal acetate derivatives [46] [47] [48] [49] by refluxing in excess pivalic acid and recrystallization from pyridine. The reaction of 2 equiv of 1 with 1 equiv of 2a-2c in acetone yielded X-ray quality crystals of 3a-3c after the reaction was left to stand for 1 week at room temperature. This reaction also worked with 2a ox -2c ox , producing the corresponding one-electron oxidized assemblies 3a ox -3c ox , which were isolated as their hexafluorophosphate salts.
X-Ray Crystal Structures
Mixed-Metal Triangular Clusters 2a crystallized in the hexagonal space group P6 1 22 with two-thirds of a molecule per asymmetric unit, whereas 2b and 2c crystallized in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /n with two molecules per asymmetric unit, one orthogonal to the other. They have the classic molecular structure of basic metal carboxylates triangles 50 with bridging pivalate and terminal pyridine groups (Figures 2A and S1 ). Because the metal ions are statistically disordered over the three sites, it was not possible to identify the position of the divalent metal ion within the triangular M 3 O units, a common outcome in mixed-metal or mixed-valent triangular clusters. Figure 2A and Table S1 ).
2b ox and 2c ox are isostructural and crystallize in the triclinic P-1 space group.
The structure consists of one cationic pivalate-bridged oxo-centered triangular cluster together with a hexafluorophosphate anion and a molecule of CH 2 Cl 2 per asymmetric unit ( Figures 2B and S2 ). The monoxidized cationic unit of 2b ox is very similar to 2b but has small differences in bond lengths and angles (Table S1 ). In contrast, when compared with 2c, complex 2c ox shows a considerable reduction in both the have just subtle differences in the bond distances within the central triangular linking units as a result of the replacement of the terminal pyridine ligands in 2a-2c by bridging iso-nicotinate ones in 3a-3c (Table S1 ).
In the crystal lattice of 3a-3c, the dimeric supramolecular assemblies are rather well separated from each other ( Figure S8 ). The shortest intermolecular metal-metal distances between adjacent entities are 8.996(5) Å (3a), 9.015(4) Å (3b), and 8.996(3) Å (3c).
Electrochemical Properties
The cyclic voltammograms of 2a-2c and the corresponding supramolecular dimeric assemblies 3a-3c in dichloromethane (25 C, 0.1 M nBu 4 NPF 6 ) are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. A summary of the electrochemical data for 2a-2c and 3a-3c is given in Tables S4 and S5 , respectively. The cyclic voltammograms of 2a-2c and 3a-3c at different scan rates are shown in Figure S9 . The almost equal values of E 1 for 2a and 2b indicate that the oxidation locus is the ruthenium(III) ion in both cases (given the unfeasible oxidation of the zinc(II) ion), as found earlier for the acetate homologs. [46] [47] [48] [49] The lower E 1 value for 2c suggests that the oxidation takes place on the cobalt(II) ion, which is in agreement with the crystallographic data (see above) as well as the magnetic and spectroscopic properties of 2c ox (see below). All three compounds also show a completely irreversible one-electron reduction wave at E 1 = À1.74 V (2a), À1.74 V (2b), and À1.89 V (2c) versus Fc + /Fc (not shown).
Mixed-Metal Triangular Clusters

Dimeric Ring Assemblies
Complexes 3a-3c each undergo only one pseudoreversible one-electron oxidation wave at that the values of E 1 are almost equal for 3a and 3b, and somewhat lower for 3c, suggests that the oxidation locus is either Ru (3a and 3b) or Co (3c), as for the parent precursors 2a-2c.
Magnetic Properties
Mixed-Metal Triangular Clusters
The molar magnetic susceptibility (c M T) of complexes 2a-2c and the corresponding monooxidized species 2a ox -2c ox was studied as a function of temperature (Figure S10). The magnetization M as a function of field H was measured at 2 and 4 K (Figures S12 and S13). All the data show that, for each redox pair, the magnetic properties can be switched by choice of oxidation state. The fits described below involve fitting both c M T(T) and M(H) data.
Zn II ] derivative 2a was almost diamagnetic at room temperature and showed only a weak and linear c M T behavior consistent with a temperature-independent paramagnetism (TIP; Figure S10A ). The diamagnetism is due to very strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the two low-spin Ru III ions (S Ru1 = S Ru2 = 1/2), giving an S = 0 ground state for the triangle (J R À1,000 cm À1 ).
Modeling the weak linear c M T(T) for 2a due to TIP gives c TIP = 1,580 3 10 À6 cm 3 mol À1 ; this arises from the second-order Zeeman effect between the non-magnetic ground state and higher magnetic states. [51] [52] [53] The experimental susceptibility data for 2b and 2c were corrected with the TIP measured for 2a.
For 2b, the room-temperature c M T value of 1.22 cm 3 K mol À1 is close to that calculated for the spin-only value for an S = 1 state. c M T remained temperature independent to about 20 K and then decreased to 0.40 cm 3 K mol À1 at 2.0 K as a consequence of a non-negligible zero-field splitting (ZFS) ( Figure S10B ). 3 ] cluster showed that a very large ZFS of the S = 5/2 ground state was caused by an interaction with Ru III through antisymmetric exchange (ASE; also known as Dzyaloshinski-Moriya exchange). [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] A similar effect was operational here for the ZFS of the S = 1 state of 2b.
The magnetic properties of 2b were first fitted with a spin Hamiltonian (Equation 1) for an isolated S = 1, with axial (D) and rhombic (E) ZFS parameters, to give g = 2.174 and jDj = 8.1 cm À1 (with E Ni = 0). This value was corroborated by high-frequency 
EPR measurements (see below
The data were fitted with Equation 2, which includes ASE. 
Good fits of the experimental data of 2b (solid line in Figure S10B ) can be obtained for 61, 62 and in agreement with the acetate analog previously reported. 48 The room-temperature c M T value was 3.03 cm 3 K mol À1 , well above the spin-only value for a spin quartet, and the decrease in c M T on cooling was caused by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) effects ( Figure S10C ), giving a well-isolated ground Kramer spin-orbit doublet.
The least-squares fit of the experimental data of 2c according to the Hamiltonian in Equation 3 61 (with a fictitious L Co = 1 due to the T-P isomorphism) gave s = À1.26, l Co = À155.9 cm
À1
, and D = 239.9 cm À1 (solid line in Figure S10C ), where s is the orbital reduction parameter, l Co is the SOC constant, and D is the axial distortion parameter. The orbital reduction parameter is defined as s = Ak, where A varies between -3/2 (weak field) and À1 (strong field) and k is the orbital reduction factor (0 % k % 1 
The c M T(T) data for 2a ox show a linear decay with temperature to about 20 K, which is consistent with an isolated S = 1/2 with large TIP ( Figure S10A) . 51 There was then a more rapid decrease to 0.24 cm 3 K mol À1 at 2.0 K, which we assign to weak intermolecular interactions. The data for 2a ox were fit to the Curie-Weiss law together with TIP, and the best fit gave g Ru = 1.90, TIP = 2,250 3 10 À6 cm 3 mol À1 , and 
Dimeric Ring Assemblies
The magnetic properties of 3a-3c and the corresponding oxidized species 3a ox -3c ox in the form of both the c M T(T) and M(H) plots are shown in Figure S11 . In all cases, the c M T(T) and M(H) data can be modeled as the sum of the components present. Therefore, the bulk magnetic measurements give little information on the exchange interactions between the {Cr The c M T(T) plots for 3a-3c and 3a ox -3c ox are dominated by the {Cr 7 Ni} rings, which have antiferromagnetic coupling between the seven Cr III ions (S Cr = 3/2) and one Ni II ion (S Ni = 1) ( Figure S11 ). Only small differences were observed between each redox pair and were better seen in M(H) measurements; the difference was most significant for the redox pair 3c/3c ox ( Figure S11C ).
X-Ray Absorption Spectra
To reveal the site of the metal oxidation in 2b ox and 2c ox , X-ray absorption nearedge structure (XANES) spectra were measured for the redox pairs 2b/2b ox and 2c/2c ox at the nickel and cobalt K-edges, respectively ( Figure S15 ).
The Ni K-edge XANES spectra of both 2b and 2b ox exhibited a very intense and symmetrically shaped edge band at 8,348.7 eV (2b) and 8,348.9 eV (2b ox ), which is characteristic of the 1s / 4p transitions in weakly distorted octahedral high-spin Ni II complexes. 63 The spectra were practically superimposable, but 2b ox showed a minute shift to higher energy as a result of the additional overall charge upon oxidation.
The Co K-edge XANES spectrum of 2c exhibited a very intense and symmetrically shaped edge band at 7,725.2 eV, corresponding to the 1s / 4p transitions, and there were no observable structures in the rising edge, as expected for weakly distorted octahedral high-spin Co II complexes. 62 The spectrum of 2c ox presented a less intense and asymmetrically shaped edge band at 7,729.7 eV, typical of octahedral low-spin Co III complexes. 62 The decrease in edge intensity for 2c ox could be due to the shorter metal-ligand distances characteristic of the low-spin Co III ion, which enhance the metal-ligand mixture and ultimately lead to a weaker intensity for the corresponding 1s / 4p absorption.
The XANES spectra therefore support the electrochemical and structural data that suggest that the oxidation in 2b ox is ruthenium based but that in 2c ox is cobalt based.
Electronic Absorption Spectra
The electronic absorption spectra of 2a-2c and the corresponding oxidized species 2a ox -2c ox are compared in Figures 6 and S16 . The electronic absorption spectra for 2a-2c show a common pattern, including two well-resolved intense peaks in the high-and low-energy UV regions and a peak of lower intensity in the visible zone with a distinct shoulder in the low-energy tail (Table 2) . By resemblance with the spectra of related oxo/carboxylato-bridged diruthenium(III) complexes, the visible band can be assigned to a transition between mixed, ground, and excited states composed of combinations of Ru dp and O pp orbitals of the Ru-O-Ru subunit. 42, 43, 46, [64] [65] [66] [67] The electronic absorption spectra of the oxidized species 2a ox -2c ox showed an intense, more or less resolved peak in the high-energy UV region and two distinct shoulders extending into the low-energy UV region, together with a peak of lower intensity in the visible region and several shoulders in either the low-energy (2a ox and 2b ox ) or high-energy (2c ox ) sides ( Because of the large ZFS of the S = 1 ground state of 2b (see Magnetic Properties), an EPR spectrum could be seen only at high frequency (331.2 GHz). This contrasts with the reported X-band spectrum for a polycrystalline sample of the Ru 2 Ni acetate analog, 48 which we surmise, given the reported g values, arises from either a mono- 51 The high-frequency EPR spectra of polycrystalline 2b at 5 K showed multiple lines at resonant fields of ca. 2,500 mT ( Figure 7 ). These are due to magnetically distinct but similar species arising from the arrangement of the molecules in the solid state and/or the presence of crystallographically distinct molecules within the asymmetric unit, but with D ca. 8 cm À1 in each case. Given that high-frequency EPR spectra of the Figures 7 and S18) . The values for g and D agree with the magnetic susceptibility data.
The Q-band EPR spectra of frozen dichloromethane/toluene solutions of 2c at 10 K are typical of a high-spin Co II ion with unquenched orbital angular momentum (Figures 8 and S19 ). These spectra were simulated as a S eff = 1/2 (see Magnetic Properties), giving rhombic effective g values of g 1 = 5.61, g 2 = 4.05, and g 3 = 2.77, which are similar to those found for the acetate analog. 48 The average g value of 4.14 is comparable with the calculated value of 4.17 for the J = 1/2 ground state in the fitting of the magnetic data. The coupling of the electron spin to the I = 7/2 nuclear spin of 59 Co (100% natural abundance) was evident on g 1 and g 2 at the X band. Simulation of this spectrum gave A 1 = 180, A 2 = 138, and A 3 = 20 3 10 À4 cm À1 .
Polycrystalline samples of 2c showed two distinct but similar species, which were better resolved at higher frequencies: the W-band spectrum exhibited additional lines at g 1 and g 3 , which were even more apparent at highfrequency and field EPR measurements (331.2 GHz; Figure S20 ). The spectra were simulated with two sets of g values with equal weighting: g 1 = 6.377, g 2 = 4.247, and g 3 = 2.888 and g 1 = 5.354, g 2 = 4.247, and g 3 = 2.640. This is a solid-state effect because only one species was observed in the solution spectra (Figure 8 ).
Compounds 2a ox -2c ox were prepared in situ from the 1:1 stoichiometric oxidation of unit with an S = 0 ground state.
Dimeric Ring Assemblies
The magnetic interactions between the {Cr 7 Ni} rings and the central triangles in 3 and 3 ox were too weak for measurement by magnetometry, so we probed these interactions by EPR, which is much more sensitive to very weak exchange interactions. Because the central triangle is heterometallic, each sample contains two linkage isomers: one where both rings are attached to Ru centers and one where one ring is attached to an Ru and one is attached to the divalent 3d metal. The K-band EPR spectrum of 3a at 5 K in CH 2 Cl 2 /toluene was very simple in that it comprised just the S = 1/2 spectrum of magnetically isolated {Cr 7 Ni} rings 69 with g x = g y = 1.78 and g z = 1.74 ( Figure 10 ). with known g tensors. This implies that the second {Cr 7 Ni} ring is uncoupled, and the model corresponds to a linkage isomer where one ring is attached to an Ru site and the second is attached to Zn. A better simulation might be possible by inclusion of the second linkage isomer, but the data do not justify additional parameters. Reduction of 3a ox back to 3a regenerates the original spectrum.
These spectra, where the coupling of the two {Cr 7 Ni} units to the linking triangle is asymmetric, would mean that the 3a and 3a ox are not suitable for the OiSWAP gate.
The K-band EPR spectrum of frozen dichloromethane/toluene solutions of 3b at 5 K can be simulated with Hamiltonian Equation 6, which invokes an isotropic exchange between the [Ru 
The EPR spectrum of 3b ox , where the central node is now S = 1/2 is much more complicated; efforts to simulate this (Hamiltonian Equation 7 with known g values) gave a best estimate of J = À0.04 cm À1 . The simulation is not perfect; an unambiguous understanding of this spectrum would require a single-crystal study. Reduction of 3b ox back to 3b regenerates the original spectrum.
EPR spectra of 3c under the same conditions were much better resolved ( Figure 12 ) and clearly showed exchange between the two S = 1/2 {Cr 7 Ni} rings and the S eff = 1/2 {Ru 2 Co} central node. The exchange was smaller than their difference in Zeeman energy (m B Dg RingÀC:node H[jJj), giving an AX 2 spin pattern with the {Cr 7 Ni} ring (the X spins) split into a doublet. {Ru 2 Co} resonances (the A spin) should split into a 1:2:1 triplet; this is unresolved ( Figure 12 ). 70 Nevertheless, the exchange interaction between the spins, J, can be read directly from the {Cr 7 Ni} ring doublet splitting. This, and simulations with Hamiltonian Equation 7 (with fixed known g values), gives J = À0.026 cm À1 (Figure 12 ). Complex 3c ox gives EPR spectra for an isolated {Cr 7 Ni} ring. Reduction of 3c ox back to 3c regenerates the original spectrum.
Because the exchange in 3c is symmetric (Hamiltonian Equation 7) and 3c ox only contains the isolated qubit, this redox pair is promising for implementing the OiSWAP gate. Therefore, we measured T 1 and T M for both complexes of the redox pair.
For 3c and 3c ox , we found T 1 of about 24 ms at 2.7 K (see Table S6 ), 3-4 orders of magnitude longer than our elementary gates. For resonances assigned to the {Cr 7 Ni} rings, we found T M = 749 and 767 ns for 3c and 3c ox , respectively, for 0.0001 M solutions in toluene ( Table 3 ), demonstrating that the phase memory times are not strongly influenced by magnetic interactions with the central node.
To measure T M for resonances associated with the {Ru 2 Co II } unit in 3c, we had to use a 0.002 M solution, and here we found that T M varied from 245 to 706 ns depending on the resonance studied. These results are used in the simulations below, where we show that the measured phase memory times are sufficiently long (Tables 3 and S6-S8 and Figures 13 and S24-S29) for implementing complex sequences of gates.
QIP with Compound 3c
In this section, we describe a scheme for implementing single-and two-qubit gates on the dimeric ring assembly 3c, i.e., where there is the same coupling between each of the two qubits and the bridging node when the bridging node is paramagnetic. These are the elementary steps of quantum computation and quantum simulation algorithms. The scheme 71 exploits the reversible redox properties of the central node in 3c. These can be exploited to implement a OiSWAP two-qubit gate on the {Cr 7 Ni} qubits, whose effect on the computational basis is
Here, the logical states j0i and j1i are associated with the orientations jYi and j[i, respectively, of the spin of each molecular qubit.
A first theoretical proposal was put forward by Lehmann et al. 9 They proposed using a polyoxometallate made up of a Keggin unit, PMo 12 O 40 , capped with two localized VO 2+ centers with S = 1/2. The core acts as an electron reservoir and switches on or off the interaction between vanadyl units acting as qubits. This implements a OSWAP gate (equivalent to the OiSWAP in building efficient quantum circuits; see Supplemental Information and Fei et al. 72 ) for particular sets of parameters of the trimer (qubit + switch in the ''on'' state) Hamiltonian. Indeed, for this gate to perform well, very specific ratios are required between the qubit-qubit exchange and the qubit-redox unit exchange. We present here a more flexible scheme for the OiSWAP gate, which relies not on a precise choice of the spin Hamiltonian parameters but rather on the hierarchy of the involved interactions. As specified below, we only require that the rings have the same Zeeman energies and that ring-switch coupling is sufficiently smaller than the difference in Zeeman energies between the qubits and the switch.
A single electron can be injected or removed very quickly (picoseconds) with an STM tip at an appropriate potential, thus bringing the central switch from a magnetic (reduced, switched ''on'') to a diamagnetic (oxidized, switched ''off'') state. 5, 9 Since the timescale of the electron-hopping process is orders of magnitude faster than our gates (some nanoseconds, see below), we can safely assume that the hopping occurs instantly. Hence, the hopping only influences the switch component of the wave function, which remains factorized from the state of the qubits. Such large tunneling rates guarantee that operations are not affected by the incoherent nature of the tunneling process, as already demonstrated by Lehmann et al. 9 with detailed numerical calculations.
The oxidation of the central node to its diamagnetic counterpart decouples the two qubits, thus allowing us to implement single-qubit operations with very high fidelity. This can be done by means of magnetic pulses applied along a direction perpendicular to the static field. For the simulations described below, we used an oscillating field with Gaussian envelope: B x ðtÞ = B 0 e ÀðtÀt 0 Þ 2 =2s
2 cosðuðt À t 0 Þ + fÞ :
The frequency u is chosen to match the Zeeman energy gap for the M = À1/2 (logical j0i) / M = 1/2 (logical j1i) transition of the {Cr 7 Ni} qubits, whereas the phase f controls the rotation axis in the xy plane of the Bloch sphere, and the pulse duration s determines the rotation angle. Hence, we can obtain arbitrary single-qubit R x and R y rotations.
Conversely, when the switch is in the paramagnetic state (i.e., Ru 2 Co II ), the system behaves as a trimer, described by Hamiltonian Equation 7, where the switch mediates an effective interaction between the qubits. The scheme 71 works if the two qubits are symmetrically coupled to the switch and have the same Zeeman energy but one different to that of the switch in the ''on'' state. This is the case in 3c, where the g tensors of the qubits and switch are very different, i.e., g z = 1.74 for {Cr 7 Ni} rings and g z = 2.77 for the central effective spin 1/2 triangular unit. Therefore, the ring-switch exchange J is smaller than the difference between the Zeeman energies of the switch and of the {Cr 7 Ni} rings. Hence, the spin state of the switch is nearly frozen in the M s = À1/2 state and has only small fluctuations induced by the switch-ring exchange interaction. For this reason, switch degrees of freedom can be eliminated, and this leads to an effective interaction between the two {Cr 7 Ni} qubits, given by where the field is along z, S 1a and S 2a are the components of the first and second {Cr 7 Ni} spins, respectively, along the a axis (a = x, y, z), and
Hamiltonian Equation 8 has been derived by eliminating the switch degrees of freedom at a second-order perturbation theory level (see Supplemental Information for a detailed derivation). It represents an effective qubit-qubit coupling that acts only when the switch is in its ''on'' state. For specific times (zp/2G), the evolution induced by Hamiltonian Equation 8 coincides with the OiSWAP gate, apart from single-qubit rotations along z due to the second term in Equation 8. These can be compensated by properly combining R x and R y single-qubit rotations, thanks to the decomposition R z ð4Þ = R x ðp=2ÞR y ð4ÞR x ðÀp=2Þ :
To gain more insight into the feasibility of OiSWAP, we performed detailed calculations for compound 3c by using a master equation formalism including the effect of pure dephasing due to the finite value of T M (see Supplemental Information for details). As stated above, in the present assemblies, the effect of T 1 is completely negligible because it acts on a timescale much longer than our gates. Figure 14A shows a color map of the simulated fidelity of an OiSWAP gate as a function of the phase memory time of the rings (T M ring ) and of the central switch triangle (T M tr ). The two qubits are initialized on a random state with a static field of 3 T. The fidelity is defined by
; where jj T i is the target state after an ideal gate, whereas r is the actual final system density matrix. F is a measure of the proximity between the ideal, desired evolution (represented by jj T i), and the actual result of the implementation of the gates (r). In particular, F = 1 corresponds to an ideal implementation of the gates. By analyzing Figure 14A , we note that the dependence on T M ring is much more pronounced.
Conversely, F is nearly independent of T M tr , even for T M tr values lower than the gate duration (approximately 4 ns). This is due to the fact that only virtual excitations of the switch are exploited for an effective qubit-qubit interaction, which represents a remarkable advantage of the present scheme. We also note that for the measured values of T M ring , the fidelity of the single gate is very high (above 99.3%).
These encouraging results allow us to consider a sequence of gates in order to obtain the quantum simulation of interesting physical models. A quantum simulator is a ''quantum machine that can imitate other quantum systems.'' 1 In the present implementation, this machine is constituted by a pulsed EPR setup containing interacting Cr 7 Ni qubits (the physical hardware), and the quantum system to be mimicked is our target. The quantum simulation can be obtained by mapping the target system onto the hardware and then decomposing the target time evolution into a sequence of elementary gates. As a result, the physical hardware mimics the time evolution of the target, whose properties can thus be extracted by the experimenter (see Aromí et al. 17 for more details). As a possible Figure 11 . EPR Spectroscopy of 3b Evolution of the K-band EPR spectra of frozen solutions of 3b (black trace) after stoichiometric oxidation (green trace) and subsequent reduction (blue trace). The simulated spectra of 3b (red trace) and 3b ox (purple trace) were obtained with the appropriate Hamiltonian (see text).
proof-of-principle experiment, we consider here the simulation of the time evolution induced by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in a magnetic field b:
The sequence of required operations is schematically shown in Figure 14B . The Heisenberg Hamiltonian can be decomposed as
where H ab = S 1a S 2a + S 1b S 2b ða; b = x; y; zÞ. Then, the three blocks (dashed boxes in Figure 14B ) are obtained by combining free evolution intervals induced by H(Equation 8 ) with proper rotations, as proposed in Las Heras et al. 73 Results are shown in Figure 14C ), where we report the calculated time evolution of the total magnetization S z = S 1z + S 2z of the two qubits, initialized in a state in which the two qubits are parallel. We note that the calculated evolution (points) shows very good agreement with the expected oscillation (continuous line). Remarkably, the oscillation is well reproduced, not only in ideal conditions (blue points, no decoherence) but also with the inclusion of the T M values measured by pulsed-EPR (red points).
Even if the performance of the setup in the implementation of the elementary gate had already been demonstrated, 71 the simulation of complex algorithms, involving many gates, is far from trivial. Indeed, this requires quantitative testing of the complex sequences of gates to show that they are robust with respect to errors due to decoherence or to the imperfect implementation of the gates. Here, we have numerically solved the density matrix master equation for the hardware spin Hamiltonian with the inclusion of the main decoherence processes. This allows us to directly show the feasibility of the proposed digital simulations. This is a significant step beyond our previous report of structures able to implement QGs, where we did not carry out such detailed simulations of the fidelity of operations. 71 On the experimental side, the realization of the proposed scheme requires embedding an STM tip inside a pulsed-EPR spectrometer, which is to date the most important hurdle. Indeed, although several transport measurements have been performed on molecules arranged in a spintronics setup, 74, 75 combining this with microwave pulses is a challenging task. In addition, individual molecules should be grafted on a metallic surface. This has already been demonstrated for {Cr 7 Ni} wheels 76 without altering the magnetic properties.
Conclusions
In summary, we report a family of oxo-centered mixed-metal [Ru . Crystallography suggests that, in both cases, Ru and M are disordered, and in one linkage isomer, the links would certainly be inequivalent. Our present thought is that, in 3c, the unpaired electron is somewhat more delocalized than in 3a ox , where the Zn II site is always completely diamagnetic.
The performance of the proposed architecture was confirmed by extensive numerical simulations, which were based on experimental parameters and included the qubit pure dephasing in a master equation treatment. This suggests that 3c is a promising candidate for proof-of-principle experiments involving the implementation of complex sequences of gates. In fact, it could constitute the basic building block of a scalable architecture, which could be used to simulate interesting physical models, and current efforts of our investigations are devoted to this direction.
In contrast with other proposals for QIP with molecular nanomagnets, which use global magnetic pulses to manipulate the state of an ensemble of equivalent molecules, here we propose using an STM tip for local control of the qubit-qubit interaction on an individual supramolecular dimer. Although experimentally challenging, the realization of this architecture, with local control of the qubit-qubit coupling at the molecular level, could greatly increase the class of solvable problems. 15 (O 2 C-py)] 1, abbreviated as {Cr 7 Ni-O 2 C-py}, was obtained according to the reported procedure. 37 All chemicals were of reagent-grade quality, and they were purchased from commercial sources and used as received. The triangles, square, diamond, and circle refer to field positions where coherence times were measured (see Figure 13 ).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Physical Techniques
Nuclear magnetic resonance spectra were recorded on a Bruker AV 400 instrument. Chemical shifts are reported in parts per million (ppm) from low to high frequency and referenced to the residual solvent resonance. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry and microanalysis were carried out by the services at the University of Manchester. 01 mmol) was added, and the reaction mixture was stirred until all had dissolved and the color changed from red to purple. The solution was left to stand overnight and then filtered. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, and the resultant oil was filtered for removal of excess metal pivalate, treated with MeCN (10 mL), and then placed in the freezer (À40 C) overnight. Repeated freeze-filter cycles ensured the removal of excess pivalic acid. The solvent was then stripped under vacuum before distilled water (200 mL) was added to the purple residue, and the solution was stirred for 30 min. The solution was filtered to yield a dark purple solid, which was washed with 4:1 H 2 O/MeCN (3 3 10 mL) and dried in air. The desired complex was obtained by dissolving 100 mg of the purple solid in MeCN (30 mL) and pyridine (10 mL) and then stirring the solution overnight and filtering. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation, and X-ray quality crystals were obtained from recrystallization from pyridine. A solution of 2a/2b/2c (0.022 g, 0.02 mmol) was added dropwise to a solution of 1 (0.100 g, 0.04 mmol) in acetone (15 mL), and the combined solution was stirred for 6 hr at 60 C. The purple solution was then filtered and kept at room temperature undisturbed until dark-brown crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction appeared. ) (3.0 mL, 0.009 mmol) and stirred for 30 min. The deep-purple solution was left to stand for 10 min before being filtered. Hexane (5 mL) was added, and the solution was concentrated to a third of the volume and placed in the freezer (À40 C) to crystallize. Unfortunately, just microcrystalline powder was obtained after several days for all compounds.
Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffraction X-ray data were collected at a temperature of 100 K on an Oxford Instruments XCalibur2 X-ray diffractometer using MoKa radiation (l = 0.71073 Å ) for compounds 2b, 2b 0 , and 2c 0 and equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems Cobra nitrogen flow gas system. X-ray data were collected at a temperature of 150 K on an Agilent Technologies Supernova diffractometer using MoKa radiation (l = 0.71073 Å ) for compounds 2a and 2c and equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems Cobra nitrogen flow gas system. Data were measured with the CrysAlisPro suite of programs. X-ray data for compounds 3b and 3c were collected at a temperature of 100 K with a Bruker X8 Prospector diffractometer using CuKa radiation (l = 1.54184 Å ) and equipped with an Oxford Cryosystems Cobra nitrogen flow gas system. Data were measured with the Bruker APEX2 suite of programs. Synchrotron X-ray data were collected at beamline I19 (l = 0.6889 Å ) Diamond Light Source 77 for compounds X-ray data for all the compounds were processed and reduced with the CrysAlisPro suite of programs. Absorption correction was performed via empirical methods based upon symmetry-equivalent reflections combined with measurements at different azimuthal angles. 78, 79 The crystal structure was solved and refined against all F 2 values with the SHELXTL suite of programs. 80 Pivalate ligands were disordered in all structures. The C-C distances were restrained with the SADI, DFIX, and SAME commands. The anisotropic displacement parameters were also restrained with SIMU, RIGU, and in some cases, EADP commands. Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions, refined with idealized geometries (riding model), and assigned fixed isotropic displacement parameters.
Compounds 3b and 3c presented large voids filled with a lot of scattered electron density; the SQUEEZE protocol inside PLATON suites was used to account for the void electron density. 81 
Magnetic Measurements
Variable-temperature (2.0-300 K) direct-current magnetic-susceptibility measurements under an applied field of 1,000 G and variable-field (0-7.0 T) magnetization measurements at low temperatures (2.0 and 4 K) were carried out for 2a-3c constrained in eicosane with a Quantum Design MPMS-XL7 SQUID magnetometer. The susceptibility data were corrected for the diamagnetism of the constituent atoms, the eicosane, and the sample holder. Fits were performed with the VPMAG package and PHI software.
82,83
Electrochemical Measurements Cyclic voltammograms were recorded with 0.1 M nNBu 4 PF 6 as supporting electrolyte and 1.0 mM of 2a-3c in dried dichloromethane. The working electrode was a glassy carbon disk (0.32 cm 2 ) that was polished with 1.0 mm diamond powder, sonicated, washed with absolute ethanol and acetone, and air dried. The reference electrode was AgClO 4 /Ag separated from the test solution by a salt bridge containing the solvent and supporting electrolyte and platinum as the auxiliary electrode. All experiments were performed in standard electrochemical cells at 25 C under nitrogen. The investigated potential ranged from À2.00 to +1.80 V versus saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The formal potentials were measured at a scan rate of 50, 100, and 200 mV s À1 , and they were referred to the internal stan- Spectroscopic Measurements XANES spectra were measured at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource under ring conditions of 3.0 GeV and 300 mA. UV/visible-NIR spectra of solutions in dichloromethane at room temperature were recorded on a PerkinElmer Lambda 1050 spectrophotometer. X-band (ca. 9.5 GHz), K-band (ca. 24 GHz), Q-band (ca. 34 GHz), and W-band (ca. 94 GHz) EPR spectra were recorded with Bruker EMX580, Elexys 600, and EMX500 spectrometers at the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council National EPR Facility and Service at the University of Manchester. High-frequency and field EPR measurements were carried out at LNCMI Grenoble on a custom-built instrument. 85 Spectral simulations were performed with the EasySpin 4.5.5 simulation software. 86 Pulsed EPR measurements were performed at low temperatures on a Bruker ElexSys E580 spectrometer operating at X-band (ca. 9.5 GHz) and Q-band (ca. 34 GHz) frequencies. In all cases, dilute (0.0001 M) toluene solutions of compounds were used.
The inversion-recovery pulse sequence used was p-t-p/2-t-p-t-echo with p = 32 ns, t = 320 ns, and variable t. The spin-lattice relaxation time constant, T 1 , was deducted by fitting the resulting signal to Equation 11:
I(t) = I 1 exp(-t/T 1 ) + I SD exp(-t/T SD ), (Equation 11) where I 1 and I SD are the amplitudes and T SD is the spectral diffusion time constant.
The spin-echo decay was measured by gradually increasing the inter-pulse delay t of a primary Hahn echo sequence p/2-t-p-t-echo. With microwave pulses of length p = 32 ns, strong proton-electron spin modulation was observed. In order to suppress such modulation, microwave pulses of length p = 128 ns were used. The phase memory time T M could be deducted by fitting the experimental data to Equation 12:
where s is a stretching parameter.
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